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INTRODUCTION

The 2004 Legislature created a Lottery Organization Task Force “to study and make recommendations
regarding the future organization and profitability of the State Lottery.”1 (See Appendix A for the full
text of the legislation.)  This legislation followed the release of a Legislative Audit that recommended
consideration of several organizational and oversight options for the Lottery. This document presents
the Task Force’s findings and recommendations.

Two of the Task Force members were appointed by the Governor, two by the Majority Leader of the
Senate, and two by the Speaker of the House.  The Commissioners of Finance and Natural Resources
and the Lottery Director were members by reason of office.  The members are:

Mary Choate Citizen member
Bill Haas State Representative
Clint Harris (Chair) (beginning 10/11) Lottery Executive Director
Peggy Ingison Commissioner of Finance
Debbie Johnson State Senator
Phyllis Kahn State Representative
Gene Merriam Commissioner of Natural Resources
Craig Shaver Citizen member
Mike Vekich (Chair) (through 10/10) Acting Lottery Director
Jim Vickerman State Senator

Legislative Auditor James Nobles attended most of the meetings and served as an advisor to the Task
Force.

The Task Force was given two charges.  First, it was to consider whether the Lottery should be part of
another state agency, be accountable to a new oversight board or commission, continue under its current
structure, or operate under some other alternative structure.  Second, the Task Force was asked to con-
sider the feasibility and desirability of measurable performance goals for the Lottery.

The Task Force was encouraged in the legislation to consult with the Commissioner of Public Safety,
Commissioner of Revenue, and chair of the Citizens Advisory Committee to the Legislative Commission
on Minnesota Resources (CAC).  Acting Lottery Director Mike Vekich met with Public Safety
Commissioner Michael Campion on September 23, 2004, Revenue Commissioner Dan Salomone on
September 13, 2004, and CAC chair Nancy Gibson on September 9, 2004.  Acting Director Vekich
relayed their comments and concerns to the Task Force.

CURRENT LOTTERY GOVERNANCE

The Minnesota State Lottery is currently an independent state agency (not considered part of the
Governor’s cabinet) with a director appointed by and serving at the pleasure of the governor with the
advice and consent of the Senate.  The Lottery does not receive a legislative appropriation, but is
required to submit a biennial budget plan to the Legislature and the Department of Finance.  The
Governor, as part of his budget recommendation, recommends a maximum amount that the Lottery be
permitted to spend on operating and capital expenses (not including prizes, compensation to lottery
retailers, the cost of producing and distributing scratch tickets, and the cost of operating and maintain-
ing an online gaming system).  The Legislature must approve the maximum amount available for operat-
ing and capital expenses.2 While the Lottery began its existence in 1990 with an advisory board, this
board was abolished by the Legislature in 1995.

____________________________________

1 Laws 2004. Chapter 233, Sec. 5, Subd. 1

2 Prior to the 2004 session, the Director was appointed by the Governor but could only be removed for cause. Prior to the 2003 ses-
sion, lottery expenditures were constrained only by a requirement that they be less than 15 percent of net revenue.
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LOTTERY ORGANIZATION IN THE U.S.

Lottery staff conducted a survey of the governance structures of the other 39 lottery states. Thirty-five
states responded to the survey. In some cases, information on the non-responding states could be
obtained from other sources.3

Structure: In 17 of the states surveyed, the lottery is an independent agency separate from the executive
branch (including Minnesota). The degree of independence varies. Those with the greatest independ-
ence function as publicly-held corporations similar to port authorities. Those with less independence
(such as Minnesota) function with greater autonomy than executive branch agencies but are still subject
to civil service, procurement, and other requirements from which publicly-held corporations are often
exempt. 

The next most common model, found in 14 states, makes the lottery a division of another executive
branch agency. Of these states, all but four make it part of the state agency responsible for the collection
of taxation. The Montana Lottery is part of their Department of Administration, the Maine State
Lottery is part of the Bureau of Alcoholic Beverages and Lottery Operations, the North Dakota Lottery
reports to their Attorney General and the Massachusetts Lottery to their State Treasurer.

In most cases, however, the lottery functions with considerable independence from the parent agency.
Four states reported that the relationship with their parent agency exists only on paper and that the lot-
tery is in practice independent. In six states, some administrative functions are shared with the parent
agency, but strategic and operational decisions are made independently. In only two cases (Illinois and
North Dakota) did the lottery report that the parent agency makes major strategic decisions.

Nine states operate their lottery as an executive branch agency.

Board: Thirty-one states have some form of board or commission. Of the nine that do not, seven are
part of a parent state agency. The remaining two (Florida and Minnesota) previously had boards that
were abolished by their legislatures. Twenty-four boards make policy, seven are advisory only, and two
have policy-making authority in limited areas only.4

Lottery Budget Systems

Line item appropriation

Budget capped as percentage of sales

Fixed spending cap Other

No external limitation

____________________________________

3 Georgia, Massachusetts, Maine, and Tennessee did not resond to the survey.

4 In Arizona, for example, the board has the authority to approve contracts, but serves in an advisory capacity in all other areas.
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Boards range in size from three to 13. In 23 states board members are appointed by the governor; legisla-
tive confirmation is required in 12 of these. In two additional states the governor shares appointing
authority with other public officials. Seventeen states specify some qualifications for board members.
These include:

• Limitations on the number from any one political party,

• Requirements that certain geographic areas of the state must be represented,

• Requirements that certain occupations be represented. 

The most common occupational requirements include experience as an attorney, certified public
accountant, or law enforcement professional. Others include marketing experience, retail experience,
computer expertise, experience with problem gambling issues, or private sector management experience.

In all states but Connecticut board members serve fixed terms, with three-, five-, or six-year terms being
common. These terms are typically staggered so the entire board is not replaced at once.

Lottery director: The lottery director is appointed by the governor in 23 states. However, in six states
the director must meet certain qualifications established in law. Legislative confirmation of the director
is common. The lottery board makes the appointment in nine states (typically those organized as pub-
licly-held corporations). Two directors are appointed by the heads of the lottery’s parent agency, one
(North Dakota) by the Attorney General, and one (Massachusetts) by the State Treasurer. In 20 states
the director serves at the pleasure of the governor, in eight at the pleasure of the board, and in one at the
pleasure of the Attorney General. Three directors may be terminated only for cause, while one director
(Colorado) is part of the classified civil service.

Budget: The degree to which lottery budgets receive legislative scrutiny varies greatly. Twenty-eight
states require some degree of legislative approval. The legislature makes at least a partial line item appro-
priation in 17 states. Five states cap the lottery’s budget as a percentage of sales, and a fixed dollar
spending cap is established in six states, including Minnesota. Exemption of items relating to the “cost of
goods sold” (such as the cost of scratch tickets) is common.

In eight states there are no legislative restrictions on the lottery’s operating budget. These states are pub-
licly-held corporations where the director proposes a budget that is approved by the board. A ninth state
(Louisiana) requires that a fixed percentage of sales must be returned to the state treasury, but the lot-
tery is free to allocate all remaining revenue between prizes, retailer payments, and operating expenses
as it sees fit.

Lottery Organization

Part of other agency (14) Exec. branch agency (9)

Independent agency (17)
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Trends: Most recently established lotteries (such as Tennessee and South Carolina) have adopted the
public corporation model. Several states with established lotteries, such as Connecticut and Iowa, have
moved from more traditional state agencies to public corporations. Two states in recent years (Illinois
and South Dakota) have gone from being a separate organization to become part of a larger state agency.

Performance goals: Every lottery (including Minnesota) prepares a forecast of expected revenue that
the state can use in preparing its budget. These forecasts can and do serve as one type of performance
goal. Many other potential goals exist, such as sales, sales growth, public opinion, retailer satisfaction,
number of retailers, reduced administrative expenses, per capita sales compared with other states, and
public participation.

However, the specific performance goal cited in legislative debate is the percentage of lottery revenue that
is returned to the state. Several lotteries have been required by law to return specified percentages to
their state. In recent years, though, some legislatures have reviewed and repealed this requirement or
similar requirements that seek to maximize percentage return to the state by limiting prize payouts.
Often removal of these requirements has resulted in higher overall revenue to the state even though the
percentage going to the state has declined. To the knowledge of lottery staff, only three states still have a
legal requirement for a minimum percentage to be returned to the state: California, Kansas, and
Louisiana. The Kansas legislature, however, has given the lottery one-year exemptions from the require-
ment for each of the last few years and is considering making the exemption permanent.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. The Lottery differs in significant ways from most state agencies.

The Lottery does not exist to provide a service but to raise revenues. Unlike the Department of Revenue,
it cannot rely on the force of law to collect this revenue. No citizen is required to buy a lottery ticket and
no retailer is required to sell them. Further, lottery products must compete in the marketplace with a
wide range of goods and services sold by the private sector. Competitors range from other gambling
options such as casinos and pull-tabs to impulse items sold at convenience stores to other entertainment
options such as movie rentals. In order to respond quickly to a rapidly changing marketplace, the Lottery
requires greater flexibility and freedom than is generally afforded other state agencies.

RECOMMENDATION: The Lottery should not be merged with an existing state agency. The Lottery’s
core mission is different enough from other agencies that a merger could potentially deprive the Lottery
of needed flexibility and distract the parent agency from its mission.

RECOMMENDATION: The Lottery should continue to be exempt from certain restrictions imposed
on other state agencies. While an overall spending limit is appropriate, line item appropriation would
deprive the Lottery of necessary flexibility and potentially interject a political element into what should
be business-driven decisions. In addition, certain Lottery purchases, such as advertising services and
ticket production, are sufficiently unique to justify continued partial separation from the state procure-
ment process.

RECOMMENDATION: The Lottery and the Department of Finance should continue to explore ways
to improve the transparency and efficiency of the Lottery’s financial records and reporting.

II. The Lottery has made great strides in accountability and fiscal responsibility.

The Lottery today is a very different organization than the one portrayed in the 2004 legislative audit. It
has responded to all 49 audit recommendations, prepared and released its first-ever strategic and market-
ing plans, commissioned outside security and information systems audits, and overhauled internal con-
trols and financial reporting. It has reduced its workforce by 25 percent since October, 2003, reduced
office space by 33,000 square feet, and has imposed cost reductions averaging $4.5 million in each of the
next two fiscal years. Most importantly, in fiscal 2004 the Lottery’s contributions to the state exceeded
$100 million for the first time.
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RECOMMENDATION: The Lottery should continue its effort to be more accountable and fiscally
responsible. While the Lottery has made significant progress toward accountability and fiscal
responsibility, it needs to remain vigilant and continue to look for ways to cut costs and
remain accountable.

III. There is a need for meaningful outside oversight of lottery operations.

While the Lottery must operate as a business, it is a public enterprise. Moreover, it is a public enterprise
that handles a significant amount of the public’s money: $387 million in fiscal 2004. And its ability to
generate revenues depends greatly on the public’s perception of its benefits and integrity.

The recent legislative audit found that oversight of the Lottery had been lax and that revenues to the state
had suffered as a result. More detailed oversight of lottery operations might have prevented the question-
able spending, marketing, and operational decisions cited in the audit. While the practices cited in the
audit have been addressed, additional steps need to be taken to ensure openness and accountability.

Oversight can come from many places and take on many forms. Certainly the executive and legislative
branches of government have a role to play. The 2004 legislation requires greater review of the Lottery’s
budget and spending plans by the Legislature, Governor, and Department of Finance. Media scrutiny is
also expected and appropriate. Compared to a private business, the Lottery has a far greater duty for its
operations to be completely transparent to the public. Oversight, advice, and counsel can also come from
outside traditional government processes. The boards of many lotteries exist in part to provide a private
sector perspective on the Lottery’s entrepreneurial mission. Recently the Acting Lottery Director con-
vened a “blue ribbon task force” of private sector experts to review and advise on the Lottery’s market-
ing plans and strategies.

While legislative oversight is critical, it is unrealistic to expect legislators to provide ongoing detailed
review of lottery operations given the demands of other public policy issues. In addition, a properly con-
stituted board can provide the private sector perspective needed by a “business in a government wrap-
per” like the Lottery. Finally, a board constitutes an ongoing public forum where the Lottery must pres-
ent and justify its plans and activities.

RECOMMENDATION: The Legislature should establish a board to oversee the activities of the
Minnesota State Lottery.

IV.  Performance goals for the Lottery.

There has been considerable discussion as to whether there should be measurable performance goals for
lottery proceeds and operations. The debate centers around whether it is appropriate to establish per-
formance goals based on comparable state lottery performance. It is often difficult to compare perform-
ance from one state to another given the differences in the products offered and the markets in which
the lottery must operate, but certainly the performance of other lotteries can be used as an indicator of
the effectiveness of a lottery.

RECOMMENDATION: The Legislature should not establish measurable performance goals for lot-
tery proceeds and operations; however the Director of the Lottery, in consultation with the
Lottery Board, should include measurable performance goals in its annual strategic plan. The
Lottery Board and Director should discuss and set target goals for Lottery performance based on per-
formance in other states while at the same time taking into consideration the unique nature of the
Lottery’s market in Minnesota. While it may be difficult to compare one lottery to another, it is impor-
tant for the Lottery to look to the performance of other lotteries as a guideline to its performance so that
the Lottery can maximize the net proceeds for the general fund and the environment and natural
resources trust fund. The Lottery should present any goals set and its progress toward those goals to the
Governor and the Legislature. 
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V. The following provides the detail relating to implementation of the lottery board outlined
above.

Draft legislation reflecting these proposed changes is included in Appendix B.

These recommendations cover the size of the Lottery Board, the qualification of its members, its organi-
zation, and its responsibilities. Based on the duties of this Board (based on the cost of similar type
boards), the estimated annual expenditures of the Lottery would be increased by $15,000 to $20,000. 

A. Board membership: The proposed Board will have seven members. For the
Board to have proper oversight of the Lottery it must have members who have
qualifications in specific areas. The Task Force recommends that one member
must be an attorney, one member must be a CPA who is a financial expert, one
member must have experience in marketing or advertising, one member must
have retail management experience, and the remaining three must have either
experience in managing complex businesses or have policy-making experience
in the public sector. In order to ensure geographic diversity, at least three mem-
bers must reside outside the Twin Cities seven-county metropolitan area. The
Board would be appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the
Senate. To ensure the integrity of the Lottery, there is a requirement that a per-
son could not be a member of the Board if the person had been convicted of a
felony, a crime involving fraud or misrepresentation, or a gambling-related
offense.

B. Responsibilities of the Board: The Board will have oversight responsibili-
ty over the operation of Lottery which include, but are not limited to the follow-
ing: (1) reviewing the Lottery’s annual budget (2) reviewing proposed Lottery
rules, (3) annually reviewing the Lottery’s strategic and marketing plans, (4)
reviewing the performance of the Lottery, (5) conducting an annual perform-
ance review of the Lottery Director, (6) reviewing the financial affairs of the
Lottery, and (7) contracting for an annual audit of the Lottery.

C. Powers and Duties of the Lottery Director: The Lottery Director will
have the power and duty to administer the Lottery on a day-to-day basis and be
accountable for its operation.
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APPENDIX A

Legislation Creating the Lottery Organization Task Force

LAWS 2004
Chapter 233-S.F.No. 2181

An act relating to the State Lottery; amending provisions relating to the director;
providing for review and approval of lottery budget; creating a task force and
requiring a report; amending Minnesota Statutes 2002, sections 15A.081, subdi-
vision 8; 349A.02, subdivision 1; 349A.10, subdivision 6; 349A.15; Laws 2003,
First Special Session chapter 1, article 1, section 23; repealing Minnesota
Statutes 2002, section 349A.02, subdivision 2.  

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA: 

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2002, section 15A.081, subdivision 8, is amended to read: 

Subd. 8. [EXPENSE ALLOWANCE.] Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, positions listed in section
15A.0815, subdivisions 2 and 3, constitutional officers, and the commissioner of Iron Range resources
and rehabilitation, and the director of the State Lottery are authorized an annual expense allowance not
to exceed $1,500 for necessary expenses in the normal performance of their duties for which no other
reimbursement is provided. The expenditures under this subdivision are subject to any laws and rules
relating to budgeting, allotment and encumbrance, preaudit and postaudit. The commissioner of finance
may adopt rules to assure the proper expenditure of these funds and to provide for reimbursement. 

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 2002, section 349A.02, subdivision 1, is amended to read: 

Subdivision 1. [DIRECTOR.] A State Lottery is established under the supervision and control of a direc-
tor. The director of the State Lottery shall be appointed by the governor with the advice and consent of
the senate. The director must be qualified by experience and training in the operation of a lottery to
supervise the lottery. The director serves in the unclassified service at the pleasure of the governor. The
annual salary rate authorized for the director is equal to 95 percent of the salary rate prescribed for the
governor.

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 2002, section 349A.10, subdivision 6, is amended to read: 

Subd. 6. [BUDGET APPEARANCE; PLANS.] The director shall prepare and submit a biennial budget
plan to the commissioner of finance. The governor shall recommend the maximum amount available for
the lottery in the budget the governor submits to the legislature under section 16A.11. The maximum
amount available to the lottery for operating expenses and capital expenditures shall be determined by
law. Operating expenses shall not include expenses that are a direct function of lottery sales, which
include the cost of lottery prizes, amounts paid to lottery retailers as sales commissions or other compen-
sation, amounts paid to produce and deliver scratch lottery games, and amounts paid to an outside ven-
dor to operate and maintain an on-line gaming system. In addition, the director shall appear at least once
each fiscal year before the senate and house of representatives committees having jurisdiction over gam-
bling policy to present and explain the lottery’s budget plans for future games and the related advertising
and promotions and spending plans for the next fiscal year. 

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 2002, section 349A.15, is amended to read: 349A.15 [REPORT.] The director
shall file an annual report with the governor and legislature which must include a complete statement of
lottery revenues, administrative and operating costs, capital expenditures, net proceeds transferred, and
other financial transactions for the period the report covers.
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Sec. 5. [LOTTERY ORGANIZATION TASK FORCE.] 

Subdivision 1. [CREATION; MEMBERSHIP.] A Lottery Organization Task Force is created to study and
make recommendations regarding the future organization and profitability of the State Lottery. The task
force is composed of nine members, to be appointed as follows: (1) the commissioner of natural
resources, or the commissioner’s designee; (2) the commissioner of finance, or the commissioner’s
designee; (3) two members of the house of representatives, including one member of the minority cau-
cus, both to be appointed by the speaker; (4) two members of the senate, including one member of the
minority caucus, both to be appointed by the senate committee on committees; (5) the director of the
State Lottery; and (6) two members to be appointed by the governor. The governor shall appoint one
member of the task force as the chair. 

Subd. 2. [CHARGE; REPORT.] (a) The task force shall examine the State Lottery and consider whether
the State Lottery should: (1) become part of another existing state agency; (2) be accountable to an over-
sight board or commission to be created for that purpose; (3) continue under its current organizational
structure; or (4) operate under other governance structures that provide appropriate oversight and
accountability. (b) The task force shall also examine the feasibility and desirability of establishing meas-
urable performance goals for lottery proceeds and operations. (c) The task force is encouraged to consult
with the commissioner of public safety, the commissioner of revenue, and the chair of the Citizens’
Advisory Committee for the Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources. The task force shall sub-
mit a report with its findings and recommendations to the legislature and the governor by February 1,
2005.

Subd. 3. [SUNSET.] The task force expires upon the adjournment of the 2005 regular legislative session. 

Sec. 6. Laws 2003, First Special Session chapter 1, article 1, section 23, is amended to read: 

Sec. 23. [STATE LOTTERY.] Notwithstanding Minnesota Statutes, section 349A.10, the operating budg-
et must not exceed $43,538,000 $27,419,000 in fiscal year 2004 and $43,538,000 $27,419,000 in fiscal
year 2005 and thereafter. The savings must be transferred 60 percent to the general fund in the state
treasury and 40 percent to the Minnesota environment and natural resources trust fund in the state
treasury.

Sec. 7. [REPEALER.] 

Minnesota Statutes 2002, section 349A.02, subdivision 2, is repealed.

Sec. 8. [EFFECTIVE DATE.] 

This act is effective the day following final enactment. Sections 2 and 7 apply to the appointment of a
director of the State Lottery made on or after January 1, 2004.

Presented to the governor May 15, 2004 Signed by the governor May 19, 2004, 1:40 p.m.
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APPENDIX B

Proposed Legislation

Bill for an Act

relating to the state lottery, establishing a lottery board; amending Minnesota
Statutes 2004, section 349A.01, by adding a subdivision; 349A.08, subdivision
7; 349A.11; 349A.14; and proposing new coding in chapter 349A.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 349A.01, is amended by adding a subdivision to read:

Subd. 1a. [BOARD.] “Board” means the state lottery board.

Sec. 2. [349A.011.] [LOTTERY BOARD.]

Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHED.]  There is created a state lottery board comprised of seven members
appointed by the governor with the advice and consent of the senate. 

Subd. 2. [BOARD MEMBERS.] Board members must be residents of the state of Minnesota and at least
three members must reside outside the Twin Cities seven-county metropolitan area. At least one member
must be an attorney licensed to practice law in Minnesota, at least one member must have demonstrable
experience in marketing or advertising, at least one member must be a licensed certified public account-
ant who is qualified as a financial expert, at least one member must have demonstrable management
experience in retail business, and the remaining three members must have demonstrable experience in
managing complex business enterprises or have policy-making experience in the public sector. No person
may be a member of the board who has been convicted of a felony, a crime involving fraud or misrepre-
sentation, or a gambling-related offense.

Subd. 3. [TERMS, COMPENSATION] The terms, removal and compensation of board members shall be
as provided in section 15.0575, except that board members shall serve a term of three years.

Subd. 4. [BOARD ORGANIZATION.] 

(a) The board shall elect from their membership a chair and vice-chair at the first meeting following the
beginning of each fiscal year.

(b) The board shall meet at least quarterly or at such other times at the call of the chair of the board.

(c) Notwithstanding chapter 13D, meetings of the board, or any committee of the board, that relate to
the Lottery’s security or information security, to evaluate the performance of the director may be closed
to the public. 

(d) The expenses of the board shall be paid by the lottery.

Subd. 5. [BOARD RESPONSIBILITIES.] The board has the responsibility to review the overall operation
and performance of the lottery and make recommendations to the director regarding the operation of the
lottery including identifying potential improvements that will assist the lottery in maximizing proceeds
to the state and ensuring the integrity and public confidence in the lottery. The responsibilities of the
board include, but are not limited to (a) reviewing the annual budget of the lottery, (b) reviewing pro-
posed lottery rules, (c) conducting an annual performance review of the director, and (d) reviewing the
financial affairs of the lottery.
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Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 349A.08, subdivision 7, is amended to read:

Subd. 7. [PAYMENTS PROHIBITED.] (a) No prize may be paid to the director or, an employee of the
lottery, member of the board, or a member of their families residing in the same household of the mem-
ber, director, or employee. No prize may be paid to an officer or employee of a vendor which at the time
the game or drawing was being conducted was involved with providing goods or services to the lottery
under a lottery procurement contract.

(b) No prize may be paid for a stolen, altered, or fraudulent ticket.

Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 349A.11, is amended to read:

349A.11. [CONFLICT OF INTEREST.] 

Subdivision 1. [LOTTERY TICKET; RETAILER.] The director, an employee of the lottery, a board
member, a member of the immediate family of the director, or employee, or board member residing in the
same household may not:

(1) purchase a lottery ticket; or

(2) have any personal pecuniary interest in any vendor holding a lottery procurement contract, or in any
lottery retailer; or 

(3) receive any gift, gratuity, or other thing of value, excluding food or beverage, from any lottery vendor
or lottery retailer, or person applying to be a retailer or vendor, in excess of $100 in any calendar year.

Subd. 2. [GIFTS.] The director or, an employee of the lottery in the unclassified service, or a board mem-
ber, may not accept a gift the acceptance of which by an official would be prohibited by section 10A.071.

Subd. 3. [PENALTY.] A violation of subdivision 1, clause (1), is a misdemeanor. A violation of subdivi-
sion 1, clause (2), is a gross misdemeanor. A violation of subdivision 1, clause (3), is a misdemeanor
unless the gift, gratuity, or other item of value received is in excess of $500, in which case a violation is a
gross misdemeanor.

Subd. 4. [FUTURE EMPLOYMENT.] The director or, an unclassified employee of the lottery, or a board
member may not, within two years of terminating employment with the lottery or terminating member-
ship on the board, represent any person, corporation, or entity before the lottery. A violation of this para-
graph subdivision is a misdemeanor.

Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 349A.14, is amended to read:

[349A.14.] [AUDIT.]

The director the board shall contract for an annual certified audit of all accounts and transactions of the
lottery, including but not limited to an audit of the lottery’s information security. The audit must be con-
ducted in accordance with generally accepted accounting standards. The director board shall file a copy
of each audit report of the lottery with the governor and, the legislature, and the director. The board shall
cooperate fully with any audit, evaluation, or investigation initiated by the legislative auditor.

Sec 6. [APPOINTMENT OF INITIAL LOTTERY BOARD MEMBERS.]

Of the initial members of the State Lottery board, three shall serve a term of three years, two shall serve
a term of two years, and two shall serve a term of one year. The governor shall select the initial chair of
the board who shall serve as the chair until the board elects the chair.

Sec 7. [EFFECTIVE DATE.]

This act is effective July 1, 2005.
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Section 1 defines "board" as the state lottery board,

Section 2 [Lottery Board.]

Subdivision 1 establishes a State Lottery Board with seven members
appointed by the Governor.

Subdivision 2 (Board Members.] requires the board members to include:

(1) an attorney licensed in this state;

(2) a member with experience in marketing or advertising;

(3) a licensed CPA who is a financial expert;

(4) a member with management experience in retail; and

(5) three members with experience in managing complex business
enterprises or policy making experience in the public sector.

Subdivision 3 [Terms; Compensation.] requires that Minnesota Statutes,
section 15.0575, governs technical aspects of the board, except that board
members must serve a three-year term.

Subdivision 4 [Board Organization.] requires the board to meet at least
quarterly, and allows any meetings that relate to the lottery's security,
information security, or evaluation of the director to be closed to the public.



Subdivision 5 [Board Responsibilities.] requires the board to review and make
recommendations to the director in at least the following areas:

(1) the annual budget of the lottery;

(2) proposed lottery rules;

(3) annual performance review of the director; arid

(4) the financial affairs of the lottery.

Section 3 [Payments Prohibited.] prohibits a board member from accepting a lottery prize.

Section 4 [Conflict of Interest.] includes board members or a member of their immediate family
from engaging in various activities that present a conflict of interest.

Section 5 [Audit.] requires the board to contract for an annual audit, which includes an audit of
the lottery's information security. Currently, this responsibility lies with the Director of the
Lottery.

Section 6 [Appointment of Initial Lottery Board Members.] requires three members of the
initial board to serve a three-year term, two to serve a two-year term, and two to serve a one-year
term.

Section 7 [Effective Date.] makes this act effective July 1, 2005.

CEB:rdr
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[SENATEE] nk SS0406R

1 Senator Vickerman from the Committee on Agriculture,
2 Veterans and Gaming, to which was referred

3 S.F. No. 406: A bill for an act relating to the state
4 lottery; establishing a lottery board; amending Minnesota
5 statutes 2004, sections 349A.01, by adding a sUbdivision;
6 349A. 08, 'subdivision 7 i . 349A.11i 349A.14; proposing coding for
7 new law in Minnesota statutes, chapter 349A.

8 Reports the same back with the recommendation that the bill
9 be amended as follows:

10 Page 2, line 13, after "security" insert a comma

11

12 or"

Page 2, line 14, delete "or" and after "security" insert II
L

13

14

15

16

17

18
19
20

21

22
23
24
25
26

Page 2, line 16, delete everything after nilln and insert

nThe operating expenses of the board relating to its

responsibilities under subdivision 5 shall be paid by the

lottery from the lottery operations account and must be publicly

reported by the board."

And when so amended the bill do pass and be re-referred to
the committee on state and Looa1V Government Operations.
Amendments adopted. Report _d 1pted.

, / /' ./,' U~~ .
January 31, 2005 ...•.••.•.••....•.
(Date of committee recommendatlon)

1



01/12/05 [REVISOR] JSK/DI 05-1411

Senators Rest, Vickerman and Johnson, D.J. introduced--

S.F. No. 406: Referred to the Committee on Agriculture, Veterans and Gaming.

1 A bill for an act

2 relating to the state lottery; establishing a lottery
3 board; amending Minnesota Statutes 2004, sections
4 -349A.Ol, by adding a subdivision; 349A.08,· subdivision
5 - 7; 349A.ll; 349A.14; proposing coding for new law in
6 Minnesota Statutes, chapter 349A.

1 BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA:

8 Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section -349A.Ol, is

9 amended by adding a subdivision to read:

10 Subd. la. [BOARD.] "Board" means the State Lottery Board.

11 Sec. 2. [349A.Oll] [LOTTERY BOARD.]

12 Subdivision 1. [ESTABLISHED.] There is created a State

13 Lottery Board comprised of seven members appointed by the

14 governor with the advice and consent of the senate.

15 Subd. 2. [BOARD MEMBERS.] Board members must be residents

16 of Minnesota and at least three members must reside outside the

11 Twin Cities seven-county metropolitan area. At least one member

18 must be an attorney licensed to practice law in Minnesota, at

19 least one member must have demonst.rable experience in marketing

20 or advertising, at least one member muet be a licensed certified

21 public accountant who is qualified as a financial expert, at

22 least one member must have demonstrable management experience in

23 retail business, and the remaining three members must have

24 demonstrable experience in managing complex business enterprises

25 or have policy making experience in the public sector. No

26 person may be a member of the board who has been convicted of a

Section 2 1



01/12/05 [REVISOR] JSK/DI 05-1411

1 felony, a crime involving fraud or misrepresentation, or a

2 gambling-related offense.

3 Subd. 3. [TERMS; COMPENSATION.] The terms, removal, and

4 compensation of board members shall be as provided in section

5 15.0575,. except that board members shall serve a term of three.

6 years.

7 Subd. 4. [BOARD ORGANIZATION.] Cal The board shall elect

8 from their membership a chair and vice-chair at the first

9 meeting following the beginning of each fiscal year.

10 (b) The board shall meet at least quarterly or at such

11 other times at the call of the chair of the board.

12 eel Notwithstanding chapter l3D, meetings of the board or

13 any committee of the board that relate to the lottery's security

14 or information security to evaluate the performance of the

15 director may be .closed to the public •.

16 Cd) The expenses of the board shall be paid by the lottery.

17 Subd. 5. [BOARD RESPONSIBILITIES.] The board has the

18 responsibility to review the overall operation and performance

19 of the lottery and make recommendations to the director

20 regarding the operation of the lottery including identifying

21 potential improvements that will assist the lottery in'

22 maximizing proceeds to the state and ensuring the integrity and

23 public confidence in the lottery. The responsibilities of the

24 board include, but are not limited to:

25 (1) reviewing the annual budget of the lottery;

26 (2) reviewing proposed lottery rules;

27 (3) conducting an annual performance review of the

28 director; and

29 (4) reviewing the financial affairs of the lottery.

30 Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 349A.08,

31 subdivision 7, is amended to read:

32 Subd. 7. [PAYMENTS PROHIBITED.] (al No prize may be paid

33 to the director or an employee of the lottery, member of the

34 board, or'a member of their families residing in the same

35 household of the membe'r, director, or employee. No prize may be

36 paid to an officer or employee of a vendor which at the time the

Section 3 2



01/12/05 [REVISOR] JSK/DI 05-1411

1 game or drawing was being conducted was involved with providing

2 goods or services to the lottery under a lottery procurement

3 contract.

4 (b) No prize may be paid for a stolen, altered, or

5 fraudulent ticket.

6 Sec. 4. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 349A.11, is

7 amended to read:

8 349A.l1 [CONFLICT OF INTEREST.]

9 Subdivision 1. [LOTTERY TICKET; RETAILER.] The director,

10 an employee of the lottery, a board member, a member of the

11 immediate family of the d~rector erL employee, or board member

12 residing in the same household may not:

13 (1) purchase a lottery ticket; or

14 (2) have any personal pecuniary interest in any vendor

15 holding a lottery procurement contract, or in any lottery

16 retailer; or

17 (3) receive any gift, gratuity, or other thing of value,

18 excluding food or beverage, from any lottery vendor or lottery

19 retailer, or person applying to be a retailer or vendor, in

20 excess of $100 in any calendar year.

21 Subd. 2. [GIFTS.] The director erL an employee of the

22 lottery in the unclassified service, or a board member may not

23 accept a gift the acceptance of which by an official would be

24 prohibited by section 10A.071.

25 Subd. 3. [PENALTY.] A violation of subdivision 1, clause

26 (1), is a misdemeanor. A violation of subdivision 1, clause

27 (2), is a gross misdemeanor. A violation of subdivision 1,

28 clause (3), is a misdemeanor 'unless the gift, gratuity, or other

29 item of value received has a value ~n excess of $500, in which

30 case a violation is a gross misdemeanor.

31 Subd. 4. [FUTURE EMPLOYMENT.] The director efL an

32 unclassified employee of the lottery, or a board member may not,

33 within two years of terminating employment with the lottery or

34 terminating membership on the board, represent any person,

35 corporati~n, ~r entity before the lottery. A violation of

36 this paragraph subdivisIon is a misdemeanor.·

Section 4 3
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1 Sec. 5. Minnesota Statutes 2004, section 349A.14, is

2 amended to read:

3 349A.14 [AUDIT.]

4 The ~iree~or board shall contract for an annual certified

5 audit of all accounts and transactions of the lottery, including

6 but not limited to an audit of the lotte'ry's information

7 security. The audit must be conducted by a certified public

-8 accountant in accordance with generally accepted accounting

9 standards. The ~iree~or board shall file a copy of each audit

10 report of the lottery with the governor aft~L the legislatureL

11 and the director. The board shall cooperate fUlly with any

12 audit, evaluation, or investigation initiated by the legislative

13 auditor.

14 Sec.• 6. [APPOINTMENT OF INITIAL LOTTERY BOARD MEMBERS.]

15 Of the initial membe,rs of the state Lottery Board, three

16 shall serve a term of three years, two shall serve a term of two

17 years, and two shall serve 'a term of one year. The governor

18 shall select the initial chair of the board who shall serve as

19 the chair until the board elects the chair.

20 Sec. 7. [EFFECTIVE DATE.]

21 This act is effective July 1, 2005.

4



01/31/05 [COUNSEL] CEB SCS0406A-2

1 Senator ..... moves to amend S.F. No. 406 as follows:

2 Page 2, line 16, delete everything after "..@L" and insert

3 "The operating expenses of the board relating to its

4 responsibilities under subdivision 5 shall be paid by the

5 lottery from the lottery operations account and must be publicly

6 reported by the board."

1



01/25/05 [COUNSEL] CEB SCS0406A-1

1

2

3

4

Senator ..... moves to amend S.F. No. 406 as follows:

Page 2, line 13, after "security" insert a comma

Page 2, line 14, delete "or" and after "security" insert

or"

1
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APPOINTMENT LETTER
FOR SENATE CONFIRMATION

FILE NUMBER 026

REPORTED IN THE SENATE JOURNAL 1/6/2005

APPOINTMENT TO THE State Lottery

APPOINTEE AND TERM:

Clint Barris

REFERRED TO THE COMMITTEE ON Agriculture, Veterans and Gaming

10/11/2004-



TATE of I ESOT

TIM PAWLENTY

GOVERNOR /

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT

eLI H RRI
802 North Harrison Avenue
Pierre, South Dakota 57501 .

County ofHughes
Congressional District at-large

Bec~use of the special trust and confidence I have in your integrity, judgment and 'ability, I have
appointed and commissioned you to have and to hold the said office of:

DIRECTOR

MINNESOTA STATE LOTTERY

Effective: October 11,2004

This appointment carries with it all rights, powers, duties, and emoluments granted by law and
pertaining to this position until this appointment is sup~rseded or annulled by. me or other lawful
authority or by any law of this State.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the Great Seal of the
State of Minnesota to be' affixed at the Capitol in the City of Saint Paul, October 8, 2004.

ffi\
I!J

Replacing: George Andersen

Printed 'On recycled paper containing 15% post consumer material

nr-' T ~ .2 ?001\... 'v ~..k. '- •

President of the SenFlfA
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State ofMinnesota DOER Resume Received on 06/1112004

CLINT BARRI'S

Permanent Address:
802 N Harrison Ave
Pierre, SD· 57501

Home: 605-945-1634
.Work: 605-773-5770
Mobile: 605-280-3579
punkyclint~ie.midco.net

Work Experience

Executive Director

\

T ..,. (': "on 1pro I i IJ L L,
'--'" .

South Dakota Lottery
'4/2003 to present

Applying for Executive Director, Minnesota Lott~ry Director - Posting
Number 04LOTR000004

continue my responsibilities to provide vision and overall strategic
direction· for the lottery and its programs and a€~ivi~ies d~ring and
after the April 2003 reorganization and movement of the Lpttery from
a sep~rate"cabinet level agency to a division of .the·newly created
Department of Revenue and Regulation (DRR).Under the overall
guidance of the Lottery Commission'and the Secretary- of the'DRR on
personnel and budgetary issues, I continue to provide' leadership in
the overall operation of the lottery including the preparation of

. annual budgets, and marketing and advertising plans; development of
·.instant and. on-line product offerings; regulation' of a video lottery
program; adoption of rules and game procedures, proper management of
funds in acco~dance with state statutes; licensing of over. 2,000
retailers;' and procurement contracts· of goods and services'
independently and through the Office of Procurement Management·; all
with the goal of maximizing revenues.for State projects and programs.
T~ese responsibilities include a staff of 33 and budget'of .
approximately $248 million in r~venues.

Represent south. Dakota on the-Board of Director$ of the Multi-State
Lottery Association (MUSL), working with MUSL staff and other member
.lottery directors on game development and the resolution of issues
related to the organization's administration and operation of the
multi-state game Powerball, Wild Card 2 and Hot ~?tto.

Under my· l~adership as Executive Director and Acting·Director, the
lottery has had four consecutive years of record transfers to the
State including $101.5 million in FY2001, $109.-4 million in FY2002,
$112 ..1 million in FY2003.and an estimated $114.5 in FY2004.

~'~~rnowrn®
Director of Administration

'South Dakota Lottery
b/1995 to 8/2003

Involved in all aspects of l'Ottery finances and operations. ~~~tlnt of the Senata
all accounting, financ~al reporting, budget preparation and lottery

State ofMinnesota DOER R~sume Received on 06/1112004



State ofMinnesota DOER Resume Received on 06/11/2004

the coordination and training of all lottery staff in Governor
Miller!s 1994 Quality Education Systems (QES) training program.

Various

Kessler's, Inc. Supermarket
9/1976 to 10/1993

Performed a-variety of duties during the first seven years including
bagging,' stocking, night stock manager and front end supervisor. .
Managed the' day~to~day operations of Kes~ler's scanning systems over.
th~ next four years, including coordination and installation of the
first two systems. Concluded the remaining six years as front~end

manager and personnel manager, overseeing three superv~sors and the
hiring and training of over 85 employees.

Education

University of So~th Dakota
Vermillion, South Dakota
M.. B.A.
August 1995
Major:

Northern State University
Aberdeen, South Dakota
B.S. .
December 1978
Major: Business' Administration

Other Information:

North American Association of State and Provincial Lotteries (NASPL) 
Currently serving a one·year term as Treasurer and member of the
association's Executive Committee

. /.

Multi-State Lottery Association (MUSL) Hot Lotto Game Group -
Currently serving a two-year term as chairman of the game group.

MUSL Wild Card Game Group -'Curr~nt~y serving a' second two-year term
as vice-chairman of the game group ..

MUSL Finance and Audit ~ommittee - Named as a member July 20~1.

State ofMinnesota DOER Resume Received on 06/11/2004
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Statement of Economic Interest for Public Officials

Public Offical Information
Minnesota State Lottery

Page lof1

Name:

Occupation:
, Business
Address:

Employer
Name:

Appointment
'Date:

None Reported

Harris, Clint

Lottery Director

Minn State Lottery
2645 Long Lake Rd
Roseville, MN 55113

Minnesota State Lottery

10/11/04

Sources of Compensation

Securities
Name of Securities
American Express Growth A

American Express Large Cap Equity A

Vanguard Life Strategy Moderate Growth

Vanguard U S Growth ADM

Real Property
None Reported

Pari-Mutuel Horse Racing Interests
None Reported

I **LINKS** I
,

Current Agency II Agency Index I
Current Public Public Official Index

Official

I Campaign' Finance Home Page )

http://www.cfboard.state.mn.us/eislrpdetail/rp134_7187.html 11/30/2004



OFFICE OF GOVERNOR TIM 'PAWLENTY
130 State Capitol. Saint Paul, MN 55155 • (651) 296-0001

~ORIMMEDIATERELEASE:
September 23,2004

Contact: Brian McClung
, (651) 296-0001

(i r · T --; C"' 200'4., ...., i .A. J:,i •

GOVERNOR PAWLENTY APPOINTS CLINT'HARRIS STATE
LOTTERY DIRECTOR

......Harris has proven track record as director ofSouth Dakota Lottery, Governor says-

Saint Paul- Governor Tim Pawlenty today named Clint Harris director of the Minnesota State
Lottery, effective October 11,2004. Harris currently serves as the executive director of the
South Dakota Lottery. He replaces acting Minnesota Lottery Director Mike Vekich, who was
appointed by the Governor to serve on an interim basis after the death of former Minnesota
Lottery Director George Andersen earlier this year.

"We searched the nation for a strong and innovative new leader for the Minnesota Lottery and
found one here in the Upper Midwest," said Governor Pawlenty. "Clint Harris has a
remarkable track record ofcareful stewardship and solid revenue growth in South Dakota~ We
are extremely fortunate to have found such an effective and responsible leader like Clint Harris
to head up the Minnesota Lottery."

Harris, 49, currently serves as the executive director of the South Dakota Lottery. Under his
leadership, the South Dakota Lottery has posted four c'onsecutive years of record transfers to
the State since' 2001. In fiscal year 2004, the South Dakota Lottery raised more than $ ~ 15.5
million in revenue for the state, marking a 3 percent increase from fiscal year 2003 and a
record for South Dakota.

"I am excited the Governor has chosen me to serve as Minnesota's new lottery director,"
Harris said. "I will work hard to continue Mike Vekich'·s good job of improving th~ Minnesota
State Lottery's organizational effectiveness so we can do our job ofproviding a fun
entertainment outlet for those who choose to play and financially support vital environmental
efforts in Minnesota." .

A native ofNew Jersey, Harris has a Bachelor of Science degree from Northern State
University, 'Aberdeen, South Dakota, and a Master's degree in Business Administration from
the 'University of South Dakota. Harris joined the South Dakota lottery in 1993 as a research
analyst and was named director ofadministration in 1995. He was appointed acting executive
director ofthe South Dakota Lottery in May 2000; he was reappointed by Governor Mike
Rounds in January 2003, and officially appointed executive directoron May 1, ~o{),t)Im9ft.~ nM ~ fD\'
joining the lottery, he worked in the retail grocery b~iness for 17 years. LU LS ~ L:d U \J lS l!!J

--more....
www.governor.state.mn.us • (651) 296-0001 • (651) 296-0056,fax

President of the Senate
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